
Externalities – Day 24 Questions 

Econ 201/Haworth 

 

 

The questions below are provided to test your understanding of this day’s material. 

 

To receive credit for this assignment, go to Assignments and find the folder entitled Daily 

Questions.  Inside that folder, you’ll find a folder entitled Section 3.  Once you’re in that folder, 

click on the link that says Externalities - Day 24 and complete the assignment. When you are 

finished, you may submit.  Remember that the absolute deadline for submitting all Daily 

Question assignments from Section 3 is Thursday, April 20, at 9:00pm. 

 

 

1. If firm X produces widgets and the firm’s marginal cost is less than what society views as the 

marginal cost of firm X’s production of widgets, then which of the following is a true statement: 

a. firm X is producing more widgets than what society would prefer 

b. firm X is producing fewer widgets than what society would prefer 

c. firm X has caused a negative externality to exist 

d. firm X has caused a positive externality to exist 

e. both a and c are correct 

f. both b and d are correct 

g. both a and d are correct 

h. both b and c are correct 

 

2. If an externality leads to firm X underproducing a good, relative to what society prefers, then: 

a. the marginal cost for society is less than the marginal cost for firm X 

b. the marginal benefit for society is less than the marginal benefit for firm X 

c. the marginal cost for society is greater than the marginal cost for firm X 

d. the marginal benefit for society is greater than the marginal benefit for firm X 

 

3. Assume that you take a class with someone who asks a lot of questions, but questions that 

tend to be what everyone else is wondering about various subjects in the class. Which of the 

following would be a correct statement about this situation: 

a. this situation would be a negative externality 

b. this situation would be a positive externality 

c. when we consider the marginal benefit that accrues to this one student (from asking 

questions), the student’s marginal benefit is less than the class marginal benefit 

d. both a and c are correct 

e. both b and c are correct 

 



4. Which of the following would be a false statement about government addressing a negative 

externality created by pollution from firm X: 

a. the goal of government is achieved when all pollution created by firm X is eliminated 

b. the goal of government is achieved when firm X pays for the external cost they create 

c. the goal of government is achieved when firm X’s marginal cost is increased to the point 

where the firm’s marginal cost is equal to society’s marginal cost 

d. the goal of government is achieved when the external cost is reduced to zero 

 


